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1. Changing interface of feature 1
Server side team changed their domain model and therefore proposed to change the
interface of the feature 1, and any other features with similar interface.
CONCLUSION:. Taxi id will from now on be sent in URL, and not in the request body.
ACTION: Taxi client team will change the calls to the server which use old interface.
2. Defining interfaces for feature 2 and 3
In order to continue with planned development, the team needed to discuss interfaces for
the features that should be implemented during the following week.
CONCLUSION:
Requests and responses in json format are defined.
Feature 2:
 Server should return the following Zone information : zone id and zone name
o Zone id is defined as zip code of the area
o Zone name is for now “Zone” + last three digits of zip code
 If the taxi goes out of Milan area server should return error
 Successful request should receive a response with status = ok
 Information about the position in the queue should also be sent, but since this week’s
features don’t cover the queues, it should be implemented later.
 Taxi sends its location every 1 minute
Feature 3:
 Taxi sends its status information to the server
o Status can be free/busy/off duty
 Response from the server is OK/ERROR
 If taxi hasn’t changed his status or location for more than 5 minutes server changes
his status to off duty automatically.
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ACTION:
Taxi client team and server team will each continue working on implementing those
features by Friday.
On Friday and Saturday they will integrate and test the features.
On Saturday they will agree on further steps.
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